


















































Russia's circumvention of international sanctions 

Faced with international economic isolation and in order to the kremlin has been 
taking a number of actions to circumvent existing economic sanctions and negate their 
detrimental impact. These actions are: 

moscow has been creating new schemes how to source sanctioned goods to 
the russian market as the supply of certain Western products and technologies 
has been banned. This is also done to ensure the stable functi_oning of russian defense 
industrial complex. Numerous cases have been reported when russia received 
sanctioned goods of foreign production for the production of weapons and military 
hardware through China, the United Arab Emirates, Turkey, the Eurasiari Economic 
Union and Central Asia countries; 

ensuring supplies of defense-related products, certain examples of 
armament and military hardware from countries that have not imposed sanctions 
on russia, primarily from Iran, DPRK, China, Turkey, Serbia, Armenia and Belarus; 

increasing cooperation with private, non-commercial companies and shell 
companies to run illegal supply chains of western-made high-tech products. This 
allows russia to cover deficit of these products on russian market at least partially. 
Engagement of companies of russia's small and medium-size business makes it 
difficult to track and block illegal supply schemes of sanctioned goods; 

russia has been using other countries to transport sanctioned goods form 
EU to russia. In particular, after russian companies were banned from carrying out 
transportation of cargoes from/ to the EU countries, russian logistic companies moved 
their businesses to Central Asia countries. On top of that russian has stepped up its 
electronic marketplace activities. russian logistic companies once they receive the 
formal status of 'joint ventures with local companies" are allowed to transport 
sanctioned goods from the EU to the russian federation and also transport russian 
products to Central Asia countries. 

russia has been engaging leading companies of belarusian defense industry 
to produce military hardware and repair armament and equipment for russian 
armed forces and security agencies. In particular, russia has reached an agreement 
with belarus that it will produce 122-mm and 152-mm shell cases and also ensure their 
assembly with warheads. Apart from that, since russia has had limited access to 
procurement of high-tech production machineries, russian defense companies have 
switched to belarusian-made digitally-programmed metal working machineries; 

russia has been creating a number of special organizational structures in 
the cou~tries of Eurasia~ Economic Unio~ that coordinate_ supply of defici( 
(sanctioned) goods to russia. On top of that, russia has been creating companies in 
the Eurasian Economic Union countries that produce equipment and components 
russian industry critically needs, including its defense industry; 

russia has been ramping up procurement of rare-earth minerals used in the 
production of armament and military hardware through the countries that have not 
imposed sanctioned on the russian federation, primarily Kazakhstan, Vietnam, 
Mozambique, Bolivia, China, Brazil, Armenia, the Democratic Republic of Congo, 
Republic of Congo, Indonesia, Mexico, Mongolia, South African Republic, Turkey and 
Chile; 







Supply of armaments and materiel by third countries to RF 

IRAN. Supply of armaments and ammunitions from Iran to RF is carried out by 

sea and air ways. 
Cargo shipments are conducted by aircraft of transport aviation of Aerospace 

Forces of RF AF and transport aircraft of different Iranian airlines. 
At least 15 ships are used to ship military-use cargos and other cargos from Iran to 

RF (11 - russian, 4- Iranian). Shipments are carried out via the Caspian Sea from Iranian 

seaports Amirabad, Nowshahr, Anzali, Caspian to russian seaports Olya, Astrakhan and 
Makhachkala. The most common routes of transportation by air: Teheran-Mozdok and 

Teheran-moscow (Vnukovo airport). 
Iran supplied to RF about 2400 UA Vs ("kamikaze" type UAVs: "Shahed-136" -

1 700 pieces, "Shahed,..131" - 700 pieces; multipurpose UA Vs: "Mohajer-6"). 
In the end of2022 the sides considered possibility to conclude a contract on supply 

of artillery ammunitions for a total amount of more than 87 million USD (70 thousand 

122/125/152-mm ammunitions of different type, artillery/tank barrels). Additionally, 
russian planned to obtain 130 thousand 122-mm ammunitions for "Gvozdika" self
propelled artillery systems and 50 thousand 152-mm ammunitions for "Akatsia" and 
"Msta" self-propelled artillery systems). 

Construction of plant on production of "kamikaze" type UA Vs "Shahed-136" in 

RF on the territory of the Republic of Tatarstan ( exclusive economic zone "Alabuga") 

has been completed. Iran continues to supply RF with components to produce the 
mentioned U AV s, in particular 1000 pieces of engines were delivered to RF in September 
2023. 

DEMOCRATIC PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF KOREA. Supply of ammunitions 

from the DPRK to RF is carried out by sea. 
During June-October 2023 the North Korea supplied to RF about 950 thousand 

of 122-mm and 152-mm ammunitions for rocket and barrel artillery. 
During this period sea vessels "Angara" (IMO: 9179842), "Lady R" (IMO: 

9161003), "Maria" (IMO: 8517839) and "Maia-1" (IMO: 9358010) shipped from 

seaport Rajin (DPRK) to seaport Danube (Primorskiy Krai, RF) at least 38,2 thousand 
tons of cargo (3,9 thousand twenty-foot containers). 

Then, North Korean ammunitions are delivered by railways from the Primorskiy 
Krai, RF (from railway station Danube to Nakhodka-Vostochnaya) to arsenals of 106l5t 
material-technical support centre of the Southern MD and 1060th material-technical 
support centre of the Western MD of RF. 

PRC. According to available information, · in the end of February 2023, Panarria 

company AL TIMEX (under control of OJSC ROSAT1) concluded contracts with Chinese 

company "North Industries Corporation" (NORINCO) on production and supply of 
ammunitions for rocket and barrel artillery ammunitions to RF. 

Initially, RF ordered in the PRC more than 750 thousand 122-mm/220-mm 
projectiles for MLRSs "Grad"/ "Dragan", 1,5 million 152-mm/122-mm artillery shells, 
1,5 million 120-mm mortar mines for a total amount of more than 8 billion USD. Supply 

of the abovementioned goods, almost certainly, is carried out via Iran. Currently, there is 

1 OJSC "Repair, maintenance, support of aviation equipment (rus: "PeMOHT, 06cJ1y)l(ttBam1e, conpoBO)l()leH11e aB11au110HHOH 

Textt11K11"; (ROSAT, moscow) is authorized company by RF MoD on organization of import of artillery ammunitions from 

the PRC to RF . 
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